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Abstract7

Lightweight flexible aircraft suffers from unwanted oscillatory vibrations dur-8

ing aircraft manoeuvres. A recently developed distributed-delay signal (DZV)9

shaper is therefore proposed to be applied as a feedforward controller to alle-10

viate the manoeuvre loads, as an alternative to traditional structural filters11

used routinely in this context. Structural filters are essentially linear low-12

pass filters with bandwidth below the significant flexible modes, applied to13

control signals generated either by the pilot’s direct input or by the flight14

control system. It has been showed that if instead a properly tuned signal15

shaper is used, better performance can be achieved: first, the target modes16

are significantly attenuated while the responsiveness of the aircraft is less17

compromised and secondly, the oscillatory nature of the vibrations are re-18

duced. The high fidelity simulation results on a full scaled dynamic model19

of a highly flexible blended wing body (BWB) aircraft show that in compar-20

ison to traditional structural filters, signal shapers significantly reduce the21

wing root loading (forces and moments) which provides potential structural22

benefits.23

Keywords:24

signal shaper, flexible aircraft, feedforward controller, load alleviation,25

input shaper, flight control26

1. Introduction27

Signal shaping is a renowned method for compensating the undesirable28

oscillatory motions of various flexible mechanical systems. Broadly speaking,29
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signal shaper works by creating a command signal that cancels its own vibra-30

tion. That is, vibration caused by the first portion of the command signal (in31

time domain) is cancelled by vibrations induced by the rest of the command.32

If designed correctly, the shaped command used to drive the system will re-33

sult in reduced vibrations with respect to the reference command. Signal34

shapers (PosiCast, zero vibration (ZV), ZV derivative (ZVD), extra insensi-35

tive (EI), etc.) have been in the centre of attention for decades as an efficient36

feedforward control tool for manipulation of oscillatory systems, like large37

cranes, lightweight (therefore, flexible) manipulators, or mechanical struc-38

tures (M. Smith (1957); Singhose et al. (1996); Singer and Seering (1990))39

and most recently by Cole et al. (2018). Next to classical lumped-delay,40

shapers such as ZV, ZVD, distributed-delay shapers (the DZV shaper, as an41

example seeVyhĺıdal et al. (2013a)) with interesting spectral and sensitiv-42

ity properties are proposed recently (Vyhĺıdal and Hromč́ık (2015); Vyhĺıdal43

et al. (2016); Alikoç et al. (2016)). The smoothers exhibit slightly improved44

residual vibration characteristics at higher frequency; precisely retarded dis-45

tribution of the spectrum of zeros are the main benefits of DZV shaper (Alikoç46

et al. (2016)).47

Recent developments of the light weight aircraft have led to flexible air-48

craft with pronounced aeroelastic effects. In flight control application, pilot’s49

input command to a control surface often excites the flexible modes of the50

aircraft causing unwanted oscillatory vibrations at the wing root with large51

values of elastic displacement and acceleration in addition to those compo-52

nents of displacement and acceleration which arise from the rigid body motion53

of the aircraft. The interaction between an aircraft’s structural dynamics,54

unsteady aerodynamics and flight control system is known as aeroservoelas-55

ticity (R. Taylor, R. Pratt (1996)). In the case of flexible aircraft, responses56

of the elastic motion are comparable to that of the rigid body motion, this57

similarity/coupling of the rigid body energy and the elastic energy leads to58

deterioration of the flying qualities of the aircraft (McLean (1990); Stevens59

et al. (2015)). These aeroelastic behaviour of the aircraft are required to be60

taken into account during control law design (Tuzcu (1999); Su and S. Cesnik61

(2010)). The problem is that the control system’s sensors are of sufficient62

bandwidth to sense the structural vibrations as well as the rigid-body motion63

of the aircraft. Therefore special attention is necessary while designing the64

flight control system for this coupled rigid-body and aeroelastic dynamics.65

Aeroservoelastic filtering is a traditional method for suppressing elastic66

modes, but this usually comes at an expense in terms of reducing the phase67
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margin in a flight control system (Pratt et al. (1994)). If the phase margin68

is significantly reduced, aircraft responses may become insensitive to pilot69

commands. Consequently, with a phase lag in the control inputs, potential70

pilot induced oscillations (PIOs) can occur. “Structural filters” such as linear71

low-pass Butterworth, Bessel or other-type filters are traditionally used as a72

clever feedforward control solution to pilot’s input command to the stabil-73

ity augmented flight control system (SAFCS) for attenuating/damping (so74

as to reduce excitation) of the flexible modes (R. Taylor, R. Pratt (1996);75

Elliott (1987)). Miller (2011) at NASA documented some form of the use of76

structural filters to attenuate the structural vibrations. Another alternative77

to low-pass “Structural filters” is notch filters. Notch filters are generally78

usedused in feedback architecture to damp the flexible modes of the aircraft,79

see for example Hoogendijk et al. (2014); Oh et al. (2008). Additionally,80

other types of multivaraible feedback controllers such as H∞ has been de-81

veloped for manoeuvre load reduction (Burlion et al. (2014); Torralba et al.82

(2009)). The limitation of the feedback load alleviation controllers are that83

they purely depend on the error feedback, hence the maximum value of 1st84

peak of the forces and moments at the wing root can not be reduced (Alam85

et al. (2015)).86

The excitation of the flexible modes causes high magnitude oscillatory87

forces and moments at the wing root joint of the aircraft. These oscillatory88

high magnitude forces and moments at the wing root joint results in reduction89

of the structural life of the airframe due to the large dynamic loads and90

the resultant high levels of stress. What is of the most importance are the91

maximum value of the peaks and oscillatory nature of the forces and moments92

at wing root joints. These peak values and oscillatory nature of the wing root93

joint loading (forces and moments) determines the prediction of the fatigue94

failures of the airframe.95

In comparison to traditional low-pass filters and notch filters in feed-96

forward architecture, signal shapers are a strong candidate for inclusion into97

SAFCS for flexible aircraft. Signal shaper can be regarded as an add-on feed-98

forward controller to a already functioning SAFCS. Flexible aircraft typically99

features hull and wing bending. A properly tuned signal shapers targeted100

at the most prominent flexible modes of the aircraft can lead to superior101

responsiveness and more efficient reduction of unwanted oscillations in the102

forces and moments at wing root joints (Singhose et al. (1994)).103

This paper aims at providing a detailed analysis on the use of signal104

shapers, namely DZV as an alternative to widely used traditional low-pass105
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filters (Butterworth and Bessel) and notch filter as a feedforward solution to106

the SAFCS of a flexible aircraft and the results on reducing the vibration107

impacts on the aircraft with respect to wing root forces and moments. As108

a case study, we present the results of a pilot’s push-pull command (which109

is regarded as a standard manoeuvre for flight tests in the aerospace in-110

dustry) using the elevator deflection on a full scale industry quality dynamic111

model of a highly flexible blended-wing-body (BWB) aircraft provided by the112

ACFA2020 consortium under the European Union’s FP7 Research Frame-113

work. It has been shown that using a properly tuned DZV controller better114

reduction in dynamic loads are possible compared to traditional low-pass115

filters which can increase the structural lifetime of the aircraft.116

Nevertheless, the principles demonstrated with the DZV controller can be117

used for the existing flexible tube-wing configuration aircraft such as Boeing118

787 Dreamliner or Airbus A350 XWB. Thus the novelty in this paper lies119

in proposing DZV controller as feedforward controller to the SAFCS of the120

flexible aircraft as an alternative to the traditional low-pass filters (Butter-121

worth, Bessel, etc.) and notch filter which will efficiently alleviate the wing122

root loading.123

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the124

fundamental features of the DZV shaper. Section 3 presents a discussion125

on the aircraft’s dynamic model. Section 4 describes in detail the design of126

the signal shaper and control law. Section 5 provides a detailed analysis on127

the performance improvement due to the DZV shaper inclusion. Section 6128

contains final concluding remarks.129

2. Zero vibration shapers with lumped and distributed delays130

A general form of a zero vibration shaper is written as follows:131

u(t) = Aw(t) + (1− A)

∫ ϑ

0

w(t− η)dh(η). (1)

Here w and u are the shaper input and output, respectively. The parameters132

are the gain A ∈ [0, 1] and the time delay with a shape determined by h(η).133

Here h(η) is a non-decreasing function over the interval η ∈ [0, ϑ] with the134

boundary values h(0) = 0 and h(ϑ) = 1. The transfer function of the shaper135

is therefore given by:136

S(s) = A+ (1− A)Γ(s). (2)
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Here Γ(s) = L {g(η)}, with g(η) = dh(η)
dη

being the impulse response of the137

delay. The zeros of shaper (2) are determined as the roots of the equation138

S(s) = 0.139

The most common shaper is zero vibration shaper (Singer and Seering140

(1990); Singhose et al. (1994)), and is denote as ZV. The ZV shaper includes141

a lumped delay in the following form:142

Γ(s) = e−sT , (3)

in the shaper transfer function (2). The parameters such as A and T of the143

classical ZV shaper are given as following:144

A =
e
β
Ω
π

1 + e
β
Ω
π
, T =

π

Ω
. (4)

And the equation of the shaper’s zeros are given as following:145

s2k+1,2k+2 = − 1

T
ln

A

1− A
± j π

T
(2k + 1), k = 0, 1, ...,∞. (5)

It can be noticed, the spectrum of the shaper is composed with the neutral146

chain of infinite number of zeros with the identical real part and periodically147

decreasing/increasing imaginary parts. From these infinitely many zeros,148

only the dominant pair s1,2 = − 1
T
ln A

1−A ± j
π
T

is used to compensate the pole149

of the system r1,2 (M. Smith (1957)).150

As an example of distributed delays shaper, we adopted the DαZV shaper151

class with shaper delay defined by:152

Γ(s) =
1

(1− α)T

e−sαT − e−sT

s
, (6)

in the shaper transfer function (2), proposed earlier by the authors in (Vyhĺıdal153

et al. (2013b)). The delay is based in this case on a weighted connection of154

one lumped and one equally distributed delay. The parameter T represents155

the overall delay length, T ∈ R+, and α ∈ (0, 1) determines the ratio between156

the length of the lumped delay and the overall delay T . Note that for α→ 1157

one gets the classical ZV shaper. And for α = 0 we get the so called DZV158

shaper with a pure equally distributed delay (Vyhĺıdal et al. (2013a)). Due159

to increased complexity of the characteristic equation S(s) = 0, the DαZV160

shaper parametrization is not as straightforward as for the case of ZV shaper.161
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In Vyhĺıdal et al. (2013b), a numerical parametrization procedure has been162

designed. Recently, fully analytical approach has been proposed in Vyhĺıdal163

and Hromč́ık (2015). For providing information to the reader on the param-164

eter ranges, the design graphs for various values of α is presented in Fig. 1,165

which is adopted from Vyhĺıdal et al. (2013b).166
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Figure 1: Parametrization of shapers DαZV for α = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 (ZV shaper).
Adopted from Vyhĺıdal et al. (2013a).

167

Note that the gain parameter A depends on the damping ratio ζ and168

the parameter α determining the delay composition. The delay parameter T169

depends on ζ and the parameter α and additionally, on the natural frequency170

ω0. It can be seen in Fig. 1, the largest differences in the parameters appear171

for the small values of ζ. Notice that for ζ = 0 the normalized delay Tω0,172

and the gain A vary from Tω0 = π and A = 0.5 for ZV to Tω0 = 2π and173

A = 0 for D0ZV (in fact DZV) shaper. With increasing ζ, the differences174

between the parameters for different types of shapers are getting smaller. It175
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is worth mentioning, an important feature of both types of shapers is that176

for α ≥ 0.5, their gain values A are fairly close to each other over the whole177

range of ζ. Let us mention that all the types of shapers have the same limits178

for ζ → 1, for which A→ 1 and Tω0 →∞.179

Practically, for the given damping ratio ζ and the selected parameter α,180

the gain A and the normalized delay Tω0 can be obtained from the tabulated181

data shown in Fig. 1. Let us remark that the parametrization of the shapers182

is available in the form of MATLAB functions1.183

It is important to note here that, one could be interested whether equally184

good oscillation suppression schemes could be achieved by more conventional185

approaches instead of input shaping: namely by using a (finite-dimensional)186

notch filter or a low-pass filter. The answer to this question is no. For the187

low-pass filters, the reasoning is analogous to the comparison between the in-188

put shapers and the input smoothers performed in Singhose et al. (2010). As189

demonstrated, even though the smoothers slow down the system response,190

the oscillations at the flexible part are still being excited, even though their191

amplitude is smaller. The notch filters on the other hand give rise to disad-192

vantageous transients; while the DZV shaper feature monotonic and simple193

piecewise constant or linear step responses, the step response of a related194

second-order notch filter represents a nonmonotonic and comparatively com-195

plex motion. From the frequency-domain and zero-pole-cancellation perspec-196

tives though, performance of the zero-vibration shapers and a notch filter is197

analogous. For comparison of shaper-based and shaper-free architectures for198

flexible mode compensation see also a recent work Pilbauer et al. (2016);199

Hromč́ık and Vyhĺıdal (2017).200

3. Dynamic Modeling201

Several European research initiatives were taken for the development of202

efficient light weight future generation commercial aircraft through projects203

such as ACFA (Active Control for Flexible Aircraft) 2020, NACRE (New Air-204

craft Concepts Research), VELA (Very Efficient Light Aircraft) and ROSAS205

(Research on Silent Aircraft Concepts), details about these projects can206

be found in (Cambier and Kroll (2008); ACFA (2008); Frota (2010); Hep-207

perle (2005)). RSOAS proposed the preliminary concept of blended wing208

1http://www.cak.fs.cvut.cz/algorithms/shapers
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body (BWB) configuration as the the future generation aircraft. VELA209

and NACRE were dedicated for the conceptualization, development, op-210

timization, numerical and experimental validation of a BWB aircraft con-211

figuration. The major targets for improved aircraft efficiency with respect212

to the fuel consumption and external noise reduction was achieved within213

the preliminary design of a 450 passenger BWB aircraft through ACFA2020214

project. ACFA2020 further studied the implementation of robust, adaptive215

multi input-multi output (MIMO) control, model reduction techniques along216

with various other control architectures for loads alleviation, improvement217

in passenger’s ride comfort and flight handling qualities of BWB type air-218

craft (Kozek and Schirrer (2015)). As part of the main goals of the project,219

the aircraft’s aeroelastic properties were explicitly analysed with respect to220

modern control design techniques. The finalized dynamic models were gener-221

ated based on a refined Finite Element Model (FEM) and aerodynamic data222

(Kozek and Schirrer (2015)) for carrying out load analysis and control law223

design.224

The aircraft’s dynamic model used for loads analysis, design and vali-225

dation of the DZV controller is based on aerodynamic and structural data226

of the NACRE BWB configuration developed within the European research227

projects, namely, NACRE and ACFA2020 (Kozek and Schirrer (2015); Alam228

et al. (2015); Alam (2014)). The original aircraft model was not devel-229

oped for dynamic load analysis. In order to perform dynamic load anal-230

ysis essential modifications were made to the aircraft. Structural compo-231

nents such as cockpit, elevator, wing’s leading edge and engine pylon were232

added as concentrated point masses (Kozek and Schirrer (2015)). Non-233

structural masses of systems, equipment, operational masses, different pas-234

senger/payloads and fuel configurations were incorporated into the structural235

model of the NACRE BWB configuration (Frota (2010)), see Fig. 2.236

237

Aerodynamic and flight dynamic parameters (such as damping deriva-238

tives, control surface derivatives, etc.) were provided by the NACRE project239

for various mass cases and cruise speeds. For the analysis seven different240

mass cases as a fraction of full fuel loads are considered as listed in Table 1.241

242
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Figure 2: Distribution of non-structural masses in NACRE BWB aircraft (Kozek and
Schirrer (2015); Wildschek et al. (2010)).

Table 1: Mass case variations.

Fuel (as fraction of full mass) 0 1/16 1/8 1/4 1/2 3/4 1
No. Mass Case 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

The analysis focused on the short period mode of the longitudinal flight243

dynamics. The longitudinal motion of the NACRE BWB aircraft was stati-244

cally unstable across large regions of mass and flight envelopes, see Fig. 3a.245

Therefore, artificial longitudinal flight stabilization was provided by a simple246

alpha-feedback control law into the elevator channel to stabilize the aircraft,247

see Fig 3b. The original NACRE longitudinal dynamic model consisted of248

20 states in total including the rigid body and flexible modes.249

250

3.1. Computation of Static Wing Loads251

In order to compute the structural load at 1g level flight the aircraft’s252

finite element model (FEM) is loaded by gravitational forces as well as aero-253

dynamic forces that were computed by trim analysis for 1g level flight. Using254

the estimated loads, cut forces and moments were evaluated at the wing root,255

see Fig 4.256

257
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(a) Unstable original aircraft (b) Stabilized aircraft with alpha feedback.

Figure 3: Pole-zero plot of the NACRE-BWB aircraft.

3.2. Aerodynamics258

Mass-normalised mode shapes (Φ) of the unconstrained structure are259

computed by modal decomposition. Unsteady aerodynamic forces are pro-260

jected to this set of degrees of freedom (DOF). Rigid body modes for aero-261

dynamic forces in flight dynamics, are normalized to displacements of 1m for262

translational modes, respectively 1rad for rotational modes. The Aerody-263

namic Influence Coefficient matrix AIC is computed by the subsonic panel264

method ZONA6, within the Aeroelastic Toolkit ZAERO (Version (2009)).265

Matrix AIC relates normal wash (w) to unsteady pressure coefficients (Cp)266

on aerodynamic panels, which are normalized by dynamic pressure. Matrices267

AIC(ik) are computed in frequency domain for a set of reduced frequencies268

(k).269

Cp = [AIC(ik)]Tw, (7)

here,270

k =
ωc

2V∞
, (8)

Thereby, ω is the angular frequency, c is the reference chord length and271

V∞ denotes the free stream velocity. By the use of an integration matrix272

SKJ , Cp is converted to aerodynamic force coefficients in the 6-DOF di-273

rections of each panel. For the transformation of 6-DOF displacements on274

panels to normal wash the transformation matrix FJKS is employed. As275
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Figure 4: Deformation of the wing due to gravitational and aerodynamic forces at 1g-level
flight, Ma = 0.85, q = 11069Pa Kozek and Schirrer (2015); Wildschek et al. (2010).

panel control points do not coincide with structural grid points, a spline ma-276

trix G is used which transforms displacements or forces from structural to277

aerodynamic DOF. Finally, the modal matrix Φ , on structural DOF, trans-278

forms the aerodynamic force coefficients to modal coordinates resulting in279

the Generalized Aerodynamic Forces (GAF) due to modal deflection Qhh .280

GAF due to control surface deflectionQhc and due to gust downwash Qhg are281

computed by right-hand side multiplication with control surface modes Qc282

and gust modes Qg (Version (2009)), see Eq. 9.283

Qhh(ik) = ΦTGT [SKJ ]T [AIC(ik)]T [FJKS(ik)]TGΦ

Qhc(ik) = ΦTGT [SKJ ]T [AIC(ik)]T [FJKS(ik)]TGΦc (9)

Qhg(ik) = ΦTGT [SKJ ]T [AIC(ik)]T [FJKS(ik)]TGΦg

In order to derive equations of motion in time-domain, the GAF are284

approximated in Laplace-domain by the Minimum-State Method (Karpel285

(1982)). By replacing iw with the Laplace variable s the approximation286

formula in Laplace domain gets:287
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Qhh(s) = Ahh0 +
c

2V∞
Ahh1s+

(
c

2V∞

)2

Ahh1s
2 + D

(
Is− 2V∞

c
R

)−1
Ehs

Qhc(s) = Ahc0 +
c

2V∞
Ahc1s+ D

(
Is− 2V∞

c
R

)−1
Ecs(10)

Qhg(s) = Ahg0 +
c

2V∞
Ahg1s+ D

(
Is− 2V∞

c
R

)−1
Egs

The system matrices of the aeroelastic equations of motion, K , B ,288

and M are composed of approximation matrices of aerodynamic forces and289

structural portions, i.e. modal stiffness Kstruct , modal damping Bstruct and290

modal mass Mstruct (Version (2009)).291

K = Kstruct + q∞Ahh0

B = Bstruct + q∞

(
c

2V∞

)
Ahh1 (11)

M = Mstruct + q∞

(
c

2V∞

)
Ahh2

3.3. Coupled Equations of Motion292

The aspired inputs to the coupled flight dynamic-aeroelastic model are293

control surface deflections, gust inputs, and engine thrust. The outputs are294

accelerations, rates and angular displacements at the CG, vertical accelera-295

tions of the wing tips, angle of attack and sideslip angle, as well as cut forces296

and moments at the wing roots and vertical stabilizer roots. The aeroelas-297

tic input equation for rigid and elastic motion in state-space form (Version298

(2009)) is given as:299

ẋ =


q̇
q̈
ẋa

 = Assx+Bssu =

 0 1 0
−M−1K −M−1B −q∞M−1D

0 Eh
V
L
R


q
q̇
xa

+

 0 0 0 0

−q∞M−1AhC0 − q∞L
V
M−1AhC1 − q∞

V
M−1AhG0 − q∞L

V 2 M
−1AhG1

0 EC 0 1
V
EG



δ

δ̇
η
η̇


(12)
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Thereby, q , xa , δ , and η denote vectors of modal deflections, aerody-300

namic lag states, control surface deflections, and gust velocities. In order to301

account for realistic flight dynamics, the steady aerodynamic data (see Sec-302

tion 3.2) for the rigid aircraft is used to build up linear 6-DOF flight-dynamics303

equations of motion (Baldelli et al. (2006)). By similarity transformation the304

rigid body states, namely translations Tx, Ty, Tz and rotations Rx, Ry, Rz305

and their time derivatives are transformed to flight-dynamic states:306

XF,lon =


x
u
h
w
θ
q

 =


−1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 V∞ 0 −1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1





Tx
Tz
Ry

Ṫx
Ṫz
Ṙy

 (13)

XF,lat =


y
β
p
r
φ
ψ

 =


1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1

V∞
0 0

0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1
0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0





Ty
Rx

Rz

Ṫy
Ṙx

Ṙz

 (14)

The resulting state vector x, contains the 12 airframe states, followed by307

elastic mode states ξ , their first time derivatives ξ̈ and lag states xa , see308

Eq. (15).309

x =
[
xF,lon xF,lat ξ ξ̈ xa

]
(15)

The flight dynamic portion of the equations of motion, i.e. the 12 × 12310

sub-matrix of the matrix Ass related to the airframe states, has to represent311

the true flight dynamic behaviour of the aircraft and can now be replaced by312

linear flight-dynamics, derived from steady aerodynamics. The measurement313

equations are given as:314
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yF

ystruct
ẏstruct
ÿstruct
ẏmoment

 =


CF
Cdef
Cvel

CvelAss
Cmoment

x+


0
0
0

CvelBss

0



δ

δ̇
η
η̇

 s (16)

Where CF , Cdef , CF , and Cmoment are the output matrices for flight-315

dynamics yF , structural deformations ystruct , structural velocities struct316

ẏstruct , and wing root bending moment measurement ymoment . Structural317

acceleration outputs ÿstruct are facilitated by the time-derivative of the struc-318

tural velocity output equation and replacing ẋ by the right-hand side of the319

input Eq. (12).320

The wing is one of the most important components to evaluate lift, drag,321

and moment characteristics. The forces and moments on the aerofoil is calcu-322

lated by cutting the aerofoil into sections for which the pressure distribution323

(cp) is solved either by mathematical functions based on the geometry or by324

existing computation programs requiring only the most crucial parameters as325

input. This enables the deduction of 2D forces and moments of the aerofoil326

and is then integrated over the y-axis (lateral direction) over the entire span327

for a 3D solution.328

3.4. Model Order Reduction329

This section describes the generation of a parameterized state space model330

of the coupled flight dynamic-aeroelastic equations of motion of the NACRE-331

BWB aircraft. The order of this model is subsequently reduced for control332

law design and validation by a combination of objective methods (balanced333

reduction) and prior choice of preserved states (i.e. all flight mechanics states334

and lag states). The model before reduction had 210 states including 10335

lag states, 12 flight mechanic states and 188 states corresponding to elas-336

tic modes. The first attempt of the generation of the reduced order model337

(ROM) has been the balanced reduction based on the given inputs and out-338

puts with target model dimension (e.g. 14 states, 50 states etc.). The result339

illustrated in Fig. 5 show that such reduction can discard some important340

states, like first bending modes, lag states, or even flight mechanic states341

(Wildschek et al. (2010)).342

343
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Figure 5: Eigen values for different number of states kept in the model using balanced
reduction (Kozek and Schirrer (2015); Wildschek et al. (2010)).

The red poles correspond to the initial 210 state model, magenta poles344

to the 50 states ROM and blue poles to the 14 states ROM. Therefore, the345

direct usage of the balanced reduction for all outputs and all inputs cannot346

be considered ideal. Thus, a modified approach is applied. All original 10347

lag states as well as the 12 flight mechanic states are preserved. The or-348

der reduction was subsequently adapted based on the comparison of singular349

value characteristics and transfer functions for different levels of reduction.350

The validation model contains 12 aeroelastic modes (i.e. modes number 1-5,351

11-14, 17, 21, and 23) which were chosen using Singular Perturbation Ap-352

proximation (SPA) variant of balanced reduction (Wildschek et al. (2010)).353

The final model for control law synthesis additionally contains the first 4 (cor-354

responding to 4 lowest Eigen frequencies) aeroelastic modes. The reduced355

order model is validated on the purely nonlinear model at a wide range of356

frequencies details can be found in Kozek and Schirrer (2015).357

4. Control Law Design358

4.1. ηz Law359

The wing root loading of a flexible aircraft is evaluated by estimating the360

vertical acceleration at various locations in the aircraft. In principle, for pre-361

cise determination of the wing root loading on the aircraft, the acceleration362

must be estimated at the the centre of gravity (CG), left and right wing-tip363
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node ((Alam et al., 2015)). A related detailed description on the optimal364

positioning for acceleration estimation in order to determine wing loading365

are outlined in (Hanǐs and Hromč́ık (2011); Kammer (1996)). The relative366

acceleration between the wing-tips and CG is defined as ηz law. ηz law gives367

an indirect measure of wing root loading experienced by the aircraft. The368

relation between the control input and ηz law is used to design the load369

alleviation controllers. The ηz law is calculated by:370

ηzlaw =

leftnode︷ ︸︸ ︷
1

2
ηzwingtip +

rightnode︷ ︸︸ ︷
1

2
ηzwingtip −ηzCG (17)

4.2. Signal Shaper Design371

Fig. 6a shows the main control surfaces of the NACRE-BWB aircraft.372

Structural loads and vibration of BWB aircraft caused by the pilot’s com-373

mands (in the presented case, push-pull action of the elevator) can be signifi-374

cantly reduced by active damping. The aim of this control design is to design375

a feedforward signal shaping (DZV) controller which will attenuate the vi-376

bration effect reducing the wing root moments and forces of the aircraft as377

shown in the control block scheme in Fig. 6b.378

379

In real flights wing root forces and moments can not be measured. How-380

ever an indirect measure of wing root moments and forces are given by the381

ηz law as described in Section 4.1. Therefore the aim of the DZV controller382

is to damp the flexible modes connecting the Elevator channel to ηz law. A383

two-stage control law is designed; an independent stability augmented sys-384

tem (SAS) or control augmented system (CAS) and the feedforward DZV385

controller, as shown in Fig 6b. The SAS or CAS primarily take care of the386

rigid body longitudinal flight dynamics damping the pitch rate. And the387

feedforward DZV controller damps the vibrations associated with the flexi-388

ble modes. Such control structure have clear advantages. First with respect389

to the tuning of the controllers (both the controllers SAS or CAS and DZV390

can be designed/tuned independently). Second, during the flight testing the391

newly proposed DZV controller can be turned on/off while ensuring the full392

control of the aircraft. Thirdly, from the important flight safety point of393

view, the loss of such an add-on DZV controller is not a critical failure and394

will not take the aircraft out of control. When both the switches in the block395
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(a) Control surfaces of NACRE aircraft.

(b) Control block scheme for the input shaper.

Figure 6: NACRE aircraft primary control surfaces and the proposed control block scheme.

diagram in Fig 6b are in position 1, the DZV controller is engaged with SAS.396

When both the switches are in position 2, the DZV controller is engaged with397

CAS. For the demonstration of the advantages of DZV controllers a simple of398

loop by loop SAS and CAS design considered in this article2. More advanced399

SAS and CAS design using multivariable feedback techniques can be found400

at Goupil (2011).401

Fig 7 show the frequency responses of the original aircraft from Elevator402

to ηz law. It can be seen that there are two peaks in the frequency response403

2Please note the focus of this paper is to design feedforward controller not to design
multivaraible stabilising SAS or CAS
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(a) Frequency response of the original air-
craft.

(b) Zoomed frequency response of the origi-
nal aircraft.

Figure 7: Frequency response from the elevator channel to ηz law of the original aircraft
at various mass cases.

one at approximately at 5.94 rad/s and 12.58 rad/s. These two peaks at the404

particular frequency are accounted for the flexible vibrations of the aircraft.405

406

Described in the Section 2 that only one frequency can be damped by407

one DZV controller. Therefore for the design case, Mass case 4 was chosen408

due to the fact it having the lowest frequency. Following (2), the parameters409

calculated for the DZV controller are ωn = 5.94rad/s , ζ = 0.1,α = 0.25,410

A = 0.4254 and T = 0.4020. The complete transfer function of the DZV411

controller is given by:412

DZV (s) = 0.4254 + 1.9058

(
e−0.1005s−e

−0.4020s

s

)
. (18)

For the comparison a traditional Butterworth and Bessel structural filter413

has been designed following the Eq. (19) and (21) (Elliott (1987)):414

Butterworth (s) =
ω2
p

s2 +
√

2ωps+ ω2
p

(19)
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Butterworth (s) =
35.28

s2 + 8.4s+ 35.28
(20)

Bessel (s) =
θn(0)

θn(s/ωp)
(21)

Bessel (s) =
35.28

s2 + 10.8s+ 35.28
(22)

Here ωp is the chosen cut-off frequency. θn(s) is the reverse Bessel poly-415

nomial form which the filter gets its name. The cut-off frequency is chosen416

to be 5.94rad/s. Additionally a modified notch filter is designed to compare417

the performance of the DZV controller. The general equation for notch filter418

is given by Eq. (23). Due to the general notch filter having the same order419

in the denominator and numerator of the transfer function, it gives a high420

feed-forward control input which often leads to control input saturation in421

applications like flight control. Hence the general notch filter is modified with422

a simple 1st order low-pass roll-off filter at the cut-off frequency as shown in423

Eq. (24).424

General Notch (s) =
s2 + ω2

p

s2 +Qωps+ ω2
p

(23)

Here Q is the fading factor.425

Notch (s) =

General Notch︷ ︸︸ ︷
s2 + ω2

p

s2 +Qωps+ ω2
p

Low−pass F ilter︷ ︸︸ ︷
(

ωp
s+ ωp

) (24)

Notch (s) =
5.94s2 + 2.97s+ 209.6

s3 + 7.94s2 + 47.16s+ 35.28
(25)

Fig. 8 shows the comparison of controllers in time domain and in fre-426

quency domain. Fig. 9 shows the frequency response of the damped aircraft427

with respect to the original aircraft for aircraft mass case 4.428

429

430
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(a) Controller’s response to push-pull ma-
noeuvre.

(b) Controller’s frequency response.

Figure 8: Comparison of various controllers.

Figure 9: Frequency response of original aircraft and damped aircraft with various feed-
forward controller engaged for Mass Case 4.

It can be seen from Fig. 9 that the 1st peak is approximately damped431

by 5dB and the 2nd peak is approximately damped by 3dB. This reduction432

of the peak in the Elevator to ηz law reduces the over all wing root forces433
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and moments. A critical design requirement for the DZV controller is not434

to excite the low frequency of the aircraft. From the Fig. 9 it can be seen435

that the low frequency of the aircraft is not excited and the high frequency436

is further attenuated. Complete simulation results are discussed in the next437

section.438

5. Simulation Results and Discussion439

Seven different mass cases are considered for the simulations. For a realis-440

tic simulation, the rate limiters and the saturation of the elevator (actuators)441

were taken into consideration. Elevators are saturated at ±30o with a rate442

limited by ±30o/s. A push-pull elevator deflection was given through the443

elevator channel as an exogenous signal (as shown in Fig. 8) for artificially444

exciting the flexible modes of the aircraft. Mx is defined as the wing root445

bending moments, My is defined as the wing root torsional moments and Mz446

is defined as the moments along the Z − axis of the aircraft. Fx is defined447

as the shear force along X − axis of the aircraft, Fy is defined as the shear448

force along Y −axis of the aircraft and Fz is defined as the shear force along449

Z−axis of the aircraft. Fig. 11 to Fig. 12 show the aircraft responses at mass450

case 1, 4 and 7 respectively (responses to other mass cases 2,3 and 5 were451

similar). For the analysis, every plots represent responses to five different452

instances. The blue line indicates the response of the original SAS aircraft453

only; the yellow, green and magenta line indicates the aircraft’s response with454

the traditional Butterworth, Bessel and notch filter engaged; finally the red455

line indicates the aircraft’s response with newly proposed DZV feedforward456

controller engaged. Simulations were carried out using MATLAB/Simulink.457

The response of the rigid body states of the aircraft such as pitch rate and458

pitch angle were stable (as shown in Fig. A.14 for mass case 4). The wing459

root moments and force values are normalized with respect to the maximum460

value occurring to the original aircraft’s response3.461

462

463

464

3Due to industry related confidential reasons the exact values of the wing root moments
and forces cannot be published, however for the better judgement of the reviewers, the
dimensional plots for Fig. 11 to Fig. 12 are provided as an addition material.
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(a) Wing root forces. (b) Wing root moments.

Figure 10: Normalized wing root forces (Fx, Fy, Fz) and moments (Mx,My,Mz) for Mass
Case 1.

(a) Wing root forces. (b) Wing root moments.

Figure 11: Normalized wing root forces (Fx, Fy, Fz) and moments (Mx,My,Mz) for Mass
Case 4.
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(a) Wing root forces. (b) Wing root moments.

Figure 12: Normalized wing root forces (Fx, Fy, Fz) and moments (Mx,My,Mz) for Mass
Case 7.

Observing Fig. 11 to Fig. 12, it can be seen that all the controllers465

(Butterworth, Bessel, notch and DZV) are reducing the wing root loading466

compared to the original aircraft response with only SAS. However it can be467

seen that the DZV controller and notch filter are performing significantly well468

in reducing the peak value of the wing root forces and moments compared to469

the traditional low pass filters like Butterworth and Bessel for designed Mass470

Case 4. The overall values of the reduction in the peak values for all the471

mass cases are summarized in the Table A.2 in Appendix A. The reduction472

in the peak is calculated as:473

% =
peak original aircraft− peak aircraft using FF controller

peak original aircraft
× 100 (26)

From the Table A.2 in Appendix A it can be noticed the performance474

of the notch filters deteriorates over Mass Cases 5,6 and 7. It is due to the475

fact that notch filters are sensitive to modelling frequency compared to the476

DVZ filter. DZV filter are comparatively insensitive to modelling due to its477

retarded spectral features. For details more details on this reader can see478

Vyhĺıdal and Hromč́ık (2015). It can also be seen that the oscillatory effect479
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on the forces and moments are reduced while using the traditional low pass480

filter and the newly proposed DZV controller compared to the original air-481

craft’s response. To quantify the result of this improvement in the reduction482

of oscillatory motion, first we take the derivative of the respective forces and483

moments, followed by taking the absolute value of the derivative, then cal-484

culate the area under the curve over the whole simulation time. This way we485

can calculate the total wing loading experienced at the wing root due to the486

oscillatory nature of the loading. Fig. 13 illustrates the complete process for487

mass case 4 considering the Fx.488

As illustrated in Fig. 13, in such a way we can calculate the total force489

and moments absorbed by the wing root over the simulation time. Mathe-490

matically it is presented as:491

Total force or total moment =

T∫
0

| derivative of force or moment
dt

| dt. (27)

(a) Fx at mass case 4. (b) Derivative of Fx at mass case 4.

(c) Modulus of the derivative of Fx. (d) Integral (area under the curve) of the
modulus of the derivative of Fx.

Figure 13: Illustration of calculation for performance improvement in reducing oscillatory
wing loading.

492
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Following Eq. (27) total forces and moments experienced at the wing root493

due to the oscillatory wing loading for each axis is calculated. The percentage494

improvement in the total force and moments is calculated as below, and495

summarized in Table A.3, in Appendix A:496

% =
total area of original aircraft− total area using FF

total area of original aircraft
× 100

From the Table A.3, it can be seen that the proposed DZV controller497

performs significantly well compared to the Butterworth, Bessel or notch498

filter in terms of reducing the oscillatory wing root loading. This oscillatory499

wing loading is directly related to the fatigue of the airframe. The reduction500

in the oscillatory behaviour of forces and moments at the wing root extends501

the structural lifetime of the airframe.502

Of course the DZV controller is slightly slower than the traditional low503

pass filters, however the response time for the DZV controller is of the same504

order as traditional low pass filter, Butterworth, Bessel as shown in Fig. 8.505

The response of the rigid body states of the aircraft such as pitch rate and506

pitch angle are comparable (as shown in Fig. A.14 for mass case 4). Given507

the newly proposed DZV controller is providing significantly improved per-508

formance, the trade-off between the response time and the improvement in509

the performance in load alleviation is always beneficial. The simulation re-510

sults from Fig. 11 to Fig. 12 show that significant performance improvement511

is achievable in terms of reduction in the peak values of the wing root forces512

and moments by using DZV controller as an alternative to traditional low-513

pass filters. On an average by using the DZV controller the performance was514

improved by 17.4% and 18.9% with respect to reduction in the maximum515

peak values in forces and moments at the wing root. In addition by using516

the DZV controller the average reduction in the oscillatory effect of wing root517

forces and moments was improved by 34.88% and 36.64% respectively.518

The peaks in the wing root forces and moments indicates the maximum519

load experienced by the aircraft at the wing root. These peak values of wing520

loads provide the requirement for the reinforcement needed at the wing root521

joints, hence works as a sizing condition for the wing root joints. Therefore,522

due to the achievable peaks reduction by the proposed DZV controller, it523

indicates a prospective option for structural weight savings, in other words524

cost reduction and economic benefits. In addition to that, by reducing the525

oscillatory effects on wing root loading, the signal shaping DZV controller526
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provides a possible option for reducing structural failures such as fatigues, in527

other words extending the lifetime of the airframe.528

6. Conclusions529

According to the presented simulation case study, application of signal530

shapers instead of the structural low-pass filters can be highly recommended531

for flexible aircraft. The proposed DZV controller provides significantly im-532

proved performance with respect to the reduction of peak values and oscilla-533

tory nature of the induced wing root loading (forces and moments) depending534

on the various mass cases as compared to the traditional structural Butter-535

worth, Bessel or notch filters if similar signal lags are allowed. Robustness of536

the proposed solution with respect to flight envelope and aircraft configura-537

tion changes appears acceptable in spite of the fact that the proposed control538

solution uses no feedback. It is partly due to the fact that the sensitivity539

of the DZV shaper at higher-frequencies is slightly better in comparison to540

related classical lumped-delay shapers as reported by Vyhĺıdal et al. (2013a)541

and Vyhĺıdal and Hromč́ık (2015).542
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Appendix A. Appendix A660

Summarized reduction in the peak and the total absorbed of the wing661

root forces and moments in Table A.2 and A.3.662

663

664

Fig. A.14 show the aircraft’s rigid body state’s response for mass case 4.665

Responses to all other mass cases are similar.666
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% Improvements
Mass Case 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Average
Fx- DZV 48.40 2.46 41.84 36.54 61.47 58.91 58.92 44.08

Fx- Butterworth 22.86 1.78 18.98 15.83 26.76 42.55 42.98 24.54
Fx- Bessel 31.85 2.23 28.15 25.15 35.37 49.31 49.67 31.67
Fx- Notch 39.92 1.62 38.34 35.52 38.98 45.07 45.23 34.95
Fy- DZV 1.67 3.65 1.90 2.12 0.44 2.00 1.87 1.95

Fy- Butterworth 1.49 1.25 1.11 1.15 0.52 1.99 1.83 1.33
Fy - Bessel 1.99 1.91 1.45 1.52 0.57 2.10 1.95 1.64
Fy- Notch 1.62 1.84 1.25 1.37 0.32 1.73 1.57 1.39
Fz- DZV 1.58 5.14 1.88 2.11 0.65 14.86 13.23 5.63

Fz- Butterworth 0.88 2.03 1.06 1.19 0.33 14.73 13.18 4.77
Fz- Bessel 1.20 2.93 1.42 1.59 0.42 14.83 13.24 5.09
Fz- Notch 1.27 2.94 1.43 1.55 0.25 13.82 12.21 4.78

(a) Reduction in the maximum value of forces at the wing root.

% Improvements
Mass Case 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Average
Mx- DZV 1.59 3.73 1.92 2.15 0.54 0.78 0.80 1.65

Mx- Butterworth 0.72 0.77 0.86 0.94 0.17 0.45 0.45 0.62
Mx- Bessel 1.05 1.57 1.23 1.35 0.28 0.54 0.56 0.94
Mx- Notch 1.26 1.85 1.40 1.50 0.09 0.18 0.29 0.94
My- DZV 3.17 4.26 1.86 2.11 0.59 0.64 0.62 1.89

My- Butterworth 1.04 1.13 0.88 0.98 0.16 0.34 0.32 0.69
My- Bessel 1.66 1.96 1.24 1.38 0.27 0.42 0.42 1.05
My- Notch 2.56 2.22 1.57 1.66 -0.47 -0.73 -0.43 0.91
Mz- DZV 38.78 14.76 36.03 32.01 51.61 54.87 54.86 40.42

Mz- Butterworth 24.44 6.45 20.92 16.21 31.38 45.83 46.09 27.33
Mz- Bessel 30.11 11.21 25.97 21.19 38.03 51.39 51.63 32.79
Mz- Notch 33.24 11.77 28.18 22.86 38.80 44.72 44.80 32.05

(b) Reduction in the maximum value of moments at the wing root.

Table A.2: Comparison of peak reduction in wing root forces and moments using the
proposed DZV controller and traditional filters at various mass cases.
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% Improvements
Mass Case 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Average
Fx- DZV 61.03 18.99 54.47 48.93 74.50 56.97 56.78 53.10

Fx- Butterworth 36.11 15.31 31.90 28.14 42.32 59.45 60.06 39.04
Fx- Bessel 45.29 18.56 40.74 37.23 52.69 65.52 65.97 46.57
Fx- Notch 43.80 5.38 42.61 40.04 41.94 48.95 48.99 38.81
Fy- DZV 4.63 3.94 4.18 3.98 23.16 60.33 60.47 22.96

Fy- Butterworth 5.64 2.04 4.56 3.91 25.12 67.41 67.81 25.21
Fy - Bessel 5.98 2.60 4.89 4.32 25.20 68.68 69.12 25.83
Fy - Notch 5.07 2.50 4.28 3.84 23.54 54.28 54.41 21.13
Fz- DZV 17.25 5.56 11.16 7.98 42.90 57.67 57.55 28.58

Fz- Butterworth 9.33 2.91 6.10 4.31 19.81 55.30 56.20 21.99
Fz - Bessel 14.54 3.80 9.52 6.50 30.28 61.59 62.31 26.93
Fz - Notch 16.49 3.69 10.27 6.95 36.92 48.25 48.94 24.50

(a) Reduction in the total absorbed forces at the wing root due to oscillatory wing loading.

% Improvements
Mass Case 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Average
Mx- DZV 5.89 3.78 4.13 3.68 28.35 44.62 44.23 19.24

Mx- Butterworth 4.33 1.14 2.33 1.63 16.88 31.11 31.82 12.75
Mx- Bessel 4.91 2.05 2.88 2.25 24.71 39.42 39.72 16.56
Mx- Notch 5.29 2.18 3.22 2.56 25.41 38.91 38.70 16.61
My- DZV 19.54 5.29 13.26 9.90 48.09 57.40 56.56 30.01

My- Butterworth 11.63 1.98 8.22 6.40 20.61 25.84 25.97 14.38
My- Bessel 16.05 3.17 11.44 8.37 31.97 37.47 37.46 20.85
Mz- Notch 19.28 3.47 12.70 9.09 40.58 43.65 43.65 24.63
Mz- DZV 63.47 43.89 61.61 59.61 64.88 65.65 65.70 60.69

Mz- Butterworth 61.06 37.58 56.81 53.26 62.05 74.05 74.60 59.92
Mz- Bessel 65.24 41.76 60.62 56.92 66.77 77.18 77.52 63.72
Mz- Notch 54.00 36.71 52.20 50.44 54.49 57.42 57.48 51.82

(b) Reduction in the total absorbed moments at the wing root due to oscillatory wing loading.

Table A.3: Comparison of reduction in total absorbed wing root forces and moments using
the proposed DZV controller and tradition filters at various mass cases.
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(a) ηz law response.

(b) Pitch rate response. (c) Pitch angel response.

Figure A.14: Rigid body state’s response for mass case 4.
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